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Last week, we heard Jesus tell the parable of the dishonest manager. A 
steward of his master’s interests who was accused of squandering his master’s 
property. The manager then went about lowering debts owed to his master, in 
order to make those who owed his master indebted to the manager so he 
could count on their support, after he was fired. Then we looked at the saying 
Luke attributed to Jesus: “make friends for yourselves by means of dishonest 
wealth so that when it is gone, they may welcome you into the eternal 
homes.” (Luke 16:9) In the sermon I talked about how we should use our 
resources to live according to Jesus’ example to “bring good news to the 
poor…release to the captives and recovery of sight to the blind.” The mission 
from Isaiah that Jesus claimed as his own. I said, “dishonest wealth” or 
worldly possessions should be used to further Christ’s mission in the world. 

After last week’s reading, in verses 14 and 15, Luke tells us: “The Pharisees, 
who were lovers of money, heard all this, and they ridiculed him.” A few 
verses later, Jesus is still speaking to the Pharisees when our reading for this 
morning, Luke chapter 16, verses 19 through 31 begins.  

In today’s parable Jesus is still teaching about wealth, a lesson about 
differences between the very wealthy and the very poor. It might be easy for 
us to think of this as not applying to us; we who do not fall into either 
category, but surely there is something in these verses for us as well. Listen 
now to our second reading from Luke chapter 16: 

19 "There was a rich man who was dressed in purple and fine linen and who 
feasted sumptuously every day. 20 And at his gate lay a poor man named 
Lazarus, covered with sores, 21 who longed to satisfy his hunger with what fell 
from the rich man's table; even the dogs would come and lick his sores. 
22 The poor man died and was carried away by the angels to be with Abraham. 
The rich man also died and was buried. 
23 In Hades, where he was being tormented, he looked up and saw Abraham 
far away with Lazarus by his side. 
24 He called out, 'Father Abraham, have mercy on me, and send Lazarus to dip 
the tip of his finger in water and cool my tongue; for I am in agony in these 
flames.' 
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25 But Abraham said, 'Child, remember that during your lifetime you received 
your good things, and Lazarus in like manner evil things; but now he is 
comforted here, and you are in agony. 
26 Besides all this, between you and us a great chasm has been fixed, so that 
those who might want to pass from here to you cannot do so, and no one can 
cross from there to us.' 
27 He said, 'Then, father, I beg you to send him to my father's house-- 28 for I 
have five brothers-- that he may warn them, so that they will not also come 
into this place of torment.' 
29 Abraham replied, 'They have Moses and the prophets; they should listen to 
them.' 
30 He said, 'No, father Abraham; but if someone goes to them from the dead, 
they will repent.' 
31 He said to him, 'If they do not listen to Moses and the prophets, neither will 
they be convinced even if someone rises from the dead.'" 

This is the Word of the Lord.   
Thanks be to God. 

Sermon 
Again, our parable from Jesus begins, “There was a rich man…” textually 
linking it to last week’s parable. Going in we can tell that this is going to be a 
teaching about the dangers of wealth. This story, aimed at the Pharisees, “who 
are lovers of money,” might make us squirm a bit also. Almost anyone in this 
country, anyone who has a roof over their heads, food on the table, and 
clothes to wear would be considered “rich” in many parts of the world. Wealth 
is relative after all. Even if we want to think that we are not rich, we would 
not have to search very hard to find evidence that we are.  

The rich man in our parable is well dressed and eats well every day. We can 
surmise that the rich man sleeps in a bed covered with fine linens and lives in 
a big house, because he has a gate that serves to separate him from the rest 
of the world. 

The other player in the parable is a poor man, named Lazarus, who lays on the 
ground outside the rich man’s gate. Lazarus who longs for even a crumb from 
the rich man’s table is covered in sores. Even the dogs, who probably get the 
scraps from the rich man’s table, are better off than Lazarus and lick his sores.  

Is anyone still thinking they are not rich? At least compared to Lazarus. 

The poor man dies and is carried up to be with Father Abraham. When the 
rich man dies, he is sent to Hades where he is forever tormented. Maybe even 
worse than the searing flames, is the fact that the rich man can look up and 
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see Lazarus with Father Abraham. Obviously, the situations of the two men 
have been reversed in the afterlife. But this parable is about much more than 
the rich getting what they deserve, and the poor being rewarded in the end. 

When the rich man asks Father Abraham for some relief, just a drop of water 
to cool his tongue, Father Abraham explains: “…between you and us a great 
chasm has been fixed, so that those who might want to pass from here to you 
cannot do so, and no one can cross from there to us.” 

The great chasm in the afterlife is a symbolic reversal of the great divide 
between the two men during their earthly lives. Between the rich man and 
Lazarus was a great divide; a division of wealth, one very rich and the other 
very poor; a division of power, the immense power of wealth verses the 
complete lack of power of one lying helpless in the street; and the physical 
division, the gate that separated the two and made sure that their paths 
would never, could never, cross. At least not without some intervention by the 
one with the wealth and the power. The chasm separating the two men in the 
afterlife could not be bridged, because the chasm separating them in their 
earthly lives was not bridged by the one who could make the connection. 

Then, in an effort reminiscent of Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol, where 
Jacob Marley’s ghost returns to warn Ebenezer Scrooge to change his miserly 
ways, the rich man asks Father Abraham to send Lazarus to warn his five 
brothers of their impending doom. But Father Abraham explains: “They have 
Moses and the prophets; they should listen to them.” And, “If they do not 
listen to Moses and the prophets, neither will they be convinced even if 
someone rises from the dead.” 

Moses and the prophets, the law and the teachings of Israel’s great prophetic 
voices contain all that the brothers of the rich man need to know to avoid his 
torment. The path out of this kind of future is found in heeding the law and 
the prophets. Therefore, it makes sense that we too should heed those words, 
but what must we learn, what must we do, to live a better life? 

Wealth is a popular topic in scripture. Riches and what they mean for God’s 
people in discussed often, but unfortunately the message is not always the 
same. Some parts of scripture state that wealth is a gift from God, a blessing 
on those who have worked hard and lived wisely. Some parts of scripture even 
teach that poverty is punishment and the result of laziness on the part of the 
poor. But that is the less common thread in scripture. The Law of Moses is 
clear that those with more are to share with those with less. The overall thrust 
of the Law is that the community and people of God should care for one 
another. Society as a whole must look out for and provide for the widows, and 
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orphans, and aliens living among God’s people. There are laws against usury; 
lending money and charging interest to increase one’s wealth at the cost of 
others in the community. There are laws against amassing property and 
wealth while others are forced to give up their land and labor for others. The 
Jubilee year was designed to wipe clean debts and return land to the family 
units. 

The prophets, the prophetic writings of the Old Testament, in a common voice 
speak against the leaders and the wealthy people of Israel for taking 
advantage of the poorer members of the community. Kings who did not care 
and provide for their people were called out for their profiting ways. As more 
and more Israel turned their back on the needy members of the community, 
they shunned God’s decrees and received the wrath of God. 

As Christians, we also have the teachings of Jesus. We see the ministry of the 
one who healed the sick, fed the hungry, and freed the oppressed, and we 
must respond with similar care for the least of God’s children. The parable of 
the rich man and Lazarus is not just about the evils and temptations of wealth, 
but it is also about the responsibility to bridge the chasms of society. To span 
the vast distances from those who have the wealth in society and lift up those 
who do not. The gospel message is clear about that. The Pharisees who were 
lovers of money are called out about turning their back on the poor, and God’s 
laws and writings. The young ruler who Jesus instructed to sell everything he 
had and give the money to the poor, went away saddened because he had 
much, and loved his wealth more than he wanted salvation and life in the 
kingdom. 

How we use our wealth is important in the kingdom of God, where all are 
equal in the eyes of God, and none of God’s children should go hungry. Today 
we received our Noisy Bucket offering, next week will receive the Peace and 
Global Witness offering and our extended table offering, and later in the fall 
we will receive and dedicate your pledges to the life and mission of Bethel 
Presbyterian Church. The needs of God’s children and Christ’s church are 
many. How will we respond? How can we use the gifts we receive to further 
God’s love and Christ’s mission in this world? How will we answer the call to 
serve the least of God’s children? 

Let us pray: 

Gracious God, you provide for our needs with abundance and we are thankful. 
Help us who have plenty to bridge the chasm between us and those in need. 
Grant us hearts of thankfulness and generosity to further your kingdom in 
this world. AMEN. 


